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Given the human toll that COVID-19 
has already exacted in Europe and the 

risks that it still poses, insurers across the 
continent are thinking about actions they 
can take to safeguard their businesses. The 
pandemic is a threat to both the profitabil-
ity and the capital position of all insurers. 
Primary insurers and reinsurers are in the 
same boat. They have to make some 
difficult decisions. 

The tradeoffs are exemplified by those 
facing a European life insurer with which 
we are working. The insurer needs to shore 
up its regulatory capital, and it has been 
debating whether to derisk its balance 
sheet or raise new capital. Those aren’t the 
only options available, however, and we 
have pointed out some additional possi-
bilities. The questions that the insurer is 
wrestling with, as it considers each new 
idea, revolve around opportunity costs and 
consequences. 

The dilemma this insurer faces is not 
unique. In a contracting environment that 
requires fast market action, there is no such 

thing as holding onto everything—a com-
pany must give up something in order to 
achieve a more important economic goal.

Here are the key questions that European 
insurers are asking at this moment of  
uncertainty—and some answers.

Has the downturn for European insurers 
already begun?

It depends on the area of insurance you’re 
talking about and the region. If you’re a 
glass-half-full person, you can take some 
consolation in insurers’ relative perfor-
mance. The insurance sector doesn’t face 
an existential threat, as aviation and tour-
ism do. Most insurers have avoided the eco-
nomic devastation that those industries 
have suffered. 

And so far, the vastly higher claims that you 
might expect in a pandemic have not mate-
rialized. In fact, some insurers—such as 
those offering automobile coverage—have 
seen claims go down. (Fewer cars than usual 
are on the roads.) Other insurers—such as 
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those focusing on life and health policies— 
haven’t seen a big impact yet. 

Still, the writing is on the wall: there is 
trouble ahead.

What scenarios for the balance of this 
year are likely for European insurers?

Weak economic conditions will mean a de-
cline in new business. Credit defaults will 
mount. Coface, the global credit insurer, 
predicts a 25% rise in bankruptcies. More 
bankruptcies mean trouble for insurers’ 
balance sheets; they also mean a decline in 
commercial business. 

In addition, we have started to see the first 
wave of claims related to business continu-
ity policies. For the most part, European 
regulators and European courts are siding 
with customers, not insurers, on the ques-
tion of whether pandemic-related losses 
are covered under business continuity poli-
cies. This puts pressure on insurers to ease 
the burden on customers. In France, insur-
ers have pledged $450 million to a solidari-
ty fund for small businesses that have been 
hurt by the pandemic. In Italy, insurers 
must offer grace periods for premium pay-
ments. In the UK, the country’s financial 
watchdog is calling for insurers to be flexi-
ble in their treatment of customers.
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Sources: AM Best; IQ Capital; IMF, Sigma Re; JP Morgan; company publications; BCG analysis.
Note: Analysis uses 2019 year-end data. Profit and loss fragility score is based on a combination of absolute and relative growth, profitability, 
and return ratios. Balance sheet fragility score is based on a combination of solvency capital ratio levels and volatility. The chart plots the 
fragility scores of 771 insurance entities in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, and the UK. Because some 
insurance entities have more than one line of business, the chart contains a total of 1,391 data points.

Exhibit 1 | Resilience Is a Question for Europe’s Insurers
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Another thing to keep in mind is the lag 
factor. Because most insurance customers 
pay their premiums at the beginning of the 
year, European insurers may not feel the 
full effect of the pandemic until 2021. 

Finally, the volatility in European financial 
markets will also make things harder for 
insurers—about a third of which entered 
this year with their financial strength al-
ready impaired. (See Exhibit 1.) 

Can you quantify the challenge that 
 European insurers are likely to face?

Yes—and it’s dramatic. There is some vari-
ation by market, but risk pools on the con-
tinent will probably drop overall by from 
4% to 15% during the first year of the pan-
demic. (See Exhibit 2.) 

You note that new business will inevita-
bly decline, but there’s always some new 
business. What’s the right posture for in-
surers to take now with respect to new 
clients and new services?

It’s important to bear in mind the variation 
by geographical location and business type. 
Exhibit 2 gives a sense of the geographical 

differences, but there are other differences 
too. In commercial insurance, for instance, 
a potential policyholder’s risk can vary not 
only by sector, but also by subsector—and 
at the level of individual companies.

Restaurants serve as a good example. The 
ones that are set up primarily for takeout 
service or to operate in the open air have 
not been hit as hard by reduced customer 
traffic and have a good chance of surviv-
ing. But restaurants built for sit-down ser-
vice are another story. Many of them could 
go bankrupt. 

Insurers’ sales, underwriting, and actuarial 
teams need to weigh differences such as 
these. The differences should be part of 
how they evaluate incoming business and 
how they set policy prices.

Is there a core set of moves that insurers 
should be making now to their P&Ls and 
balance sheets?

There is no short list per se. In fact, insur-
ers can take a multitude of actions to put 
themselves in a better financial position. 
On the P&L side, available levers include 
organizational simplification, customer re-
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Exhibit 2 | Forecasted Decline for Risk Pools in the First Year of the Pandemic
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tention management, improved claims pro-
cesses, targeted upselling, and process opti-
mization. Altogether, more than 100 levers 
exist on the P&L side of BCG’s optimiza-
tion catalogue. Often an insurer can make 
the P&L improvements it needs by pulling 
just half a dozen or a dozen of these. 

Balance sheets represent an equally big fi-
nancial opportunity. During difficult times, 
we’ve seen insurers reduce mismatches be-
tween assets and liabilities, optimize their 
investment portfolios, and improve their 
actuarial and capital models. BCG catalogs 
more than 100 levers on the balance sheet 
side too. As with P&L options, deploying a 
few well-chosen levers can go a long way. 

Is it an either-or situation—you focus on 
either your P&L or your balance sheet?

Not in our view. The P&L and the balance 
sheet are more intricately intertwined at 
insurance companies than in any other sec-
tor except, perhaps, banking.

A good example of this is an insurer that we 
worked with before the pandemic struck. 
The insurer needed to add $1.2 billion in 
reserve capital over a two-year period in 
response to changes in regulatory require-
ments. It met this obligation through a 
combination of P&L and balance sheet 
 maneuvers. (See Exhibit 3.)

On the P&L side, the insurer moved aggres-
sively to improve its operational efficiency 
and to optimize its product portfolio. These 
efforts yielded a third of the capital it need-
ed. Another third came from the insurer’s 
restructuring of bad liabilities—a balance 
sheet move. The company dealt with the 
remaining $400 million shortfall by making 
yet another balance sheet move: raising 
low-cost capital overseas. 

What best practices should insurers 
follow in this down cycle?

Four disciplined actions will be especially 
important in the year ahead. 

 • Intelligent Target Setting. When bad 
times are at hand, it may be tempting to 

institute uniform cost cuts across all 
departments. This would make sense if 
every department were equally efficient 
—but that situation almost never exists 
in reality. For example, an insurer might 
have a bloated sales department but a 
severely underresourced underwriting 
operation. It wouldn’t make sense to 
demand an equal or proportional 
reduction in costs from both depart-
ments. Most executives have a feel for 
the inefficiencies in their companies on 
the basis of what they hear and what 
they see in their company’s results. By 
looking at industry benchmarks, they 
can confirm these hunches and use 
them as the basis for more informed 
cost-cutting decisions. 

 • Ruthless Prioritization. Insurers 
entering a downturn must formulate 
hypotheses quickly and focus on results. 
This will help them identify the right 
P&L and balance sheet levers, and give 
them a chance to become one of the 
one in seven companies that emerge 
from a downturn with improved sales 
and profit margins. The COVID-19 
downturn could easily include after-
shocks or unexpected developments of 
some sort. So it will be important, 
during the execution phase, for insurers 
to use agile planning cycles and main-
tain flexibility.

 • C-Suite Commitment. Top-level engage-
ment is crucial. One big challenge in any 
down cycle involves countering people’s 
tendency to retreat into their silos and 
become more protective of their do-
mains. It’s up to leaders to prevent this 
from happening. Often that means 
making difficult decisions and spelling 
out the necessary tradeoffs.

 • Faster Decision Making. Companies 
are sometimes guilty of waiting for 
perfect information. They can become 
bogged down in debates about alterna-
tive courses of action, each of which has 
pros and cons. This happens in every 
industry—including consumer products, 
entertainment, and technology—and 
sometimes the options aren’t all that 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/bPkCCzpn0VSZkkOLs4WWV6
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/bPkCCzpn0VSZkkOLs4WWV6
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/bPkCCzpn0VSZkkOLs4WWV6
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different. “When we get to that point, I 
always say, ‘Let’s just pick a direction 
and go,’” an engineer at a consumer 
technology company once told us. We 

couldn’t agree more. Begin now and 
make adjustments later.
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Source: BCG analysis.

Exhibit 3 | Meeting a Regulatory Requirement Through P&L and Balance Sheet 
Actions
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